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August: Battle of Tchernaya (Zouaves and Sardinians repel
Russian sortie).
September : French capture Malakoff; British capture but fail to
hold Redan. Russians evacuate Sebastopol.
No. 57.—THE FORMATION OF RUMANIA.
Moldavia and Wallachia, the " Danuhian Principalities," claimed to be
Latin, not Slav, by origin, but belonged to the Greek Orthodox Church
They had long paid tribute to the Sultan, who nominated Greeks to
administer them. In Russo-Turkish wars they were always overrun
by Russian armies. Hypsilanti started the Greek War of Independence
there (§ 96) ; and after that war (1834) *he Czar claimed a voice in
choosing their Hospodars, or viceroys. At the outbreak of the Russo-
Turkish War of 1853-56 they were as usual occupied by Russian troops
—and the demand for withdrawal of these troops was the cams belli
which brought France and Britain into what became the " Crimean
War."
At the Peace of Paris (1856) the Sultan undertook to leave them
independent except for the payment of tribute; while the Powers
insisted that they should remain separate. In 1859 they got over this
by both choosing the same Hospodar—Alexander Couza. (The Powers
too busy over Austro-Italian War to intervene.) Couza set up an
unpopular despotism, so in 1866 they dethroned him, and invited
Prince Charles of Hohenzollern (a relative both of King William of
Prussia and of Napoleon III) to be their hereditary Prince. (The
Powers too busy over Austro-Italian War to intervene.) At the
Congress of Berlin (1878) the Powers officially recognised this. In
r 881 the Prince assumed the title of King.
No. 58.—THE ZOLLVEREIN.
an economic unification of germany under supremacy of
PRUSSIA,    FORESHADOWING     THE     POLITICAL     UNIFICATION     WHICH
FOLLOWED.
After the settlement of 1815 Prussia had great difficulty in establishing
economic unity, owing to division into two separate areas, with several
little enclaves ruled by independent princes.
Stage I. (1818-20).—Prussia formed a Customs Union (ZoUverem)
with each of the rulers of these enclaves. The latter were to abolish
their economic frontiers (while retaining political independence),
and were to draw revenue from Prussian Customs in proportion to
their population.
Stage II. (1828-34).—Certain states outside Prussian frontiers
joined the Zollverein—accepted Prussian tariff and trade-treaties with
foreign Powers.
The first state to join was Hesse-Darmstadt. When Hesse-Cassel
joined (1831), the ZoUverein became a solid block of northern Germany.
By 1836 most of the states of Germany had joined, though the north-
western states—Hanover, Mecklenburg, Oldenburg and the Hanse

